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ABOUT THIS GUIDE
In the Spring 2013 issue of Teaching Tolerance magazine, we offered “A Teacher’s Guide to Rerouting the 
Pipeline.” This magazine feature introduced five shifts teachers can apply to their thinking and practice 
to avoid zero-tolerance disciplinary measures and keep more students in school. (See the appendix at 
the end of this guide.) Code of Conduct: A Guide to Responsive Discipline extends our work in school dis-
cipline reform and responsive discipline practice to include other stakeholders. 

This guide includes scenarios and questions tailored specifically to teachers, counselors, building 
and district leaders and school resource officers. It can be used to prompt individual self-reflection or 
to kick-start conversations among colleagues about beliefs and practices related to student misbehav-
ior. Analyzing the conditions that push students out of school—such as a zero-tolerance disciplinary cul-
ture—is an important first step toward making the shifts necessary to end the school-to-prison pipeline. 

Find your role, read the scenario and consider the questions. Each question is designed to stimu-
late thinking about how your thoughts and actions could keep the hypothetical student in the class-
room and out of the juvenile justice system. Then, try asking the role-specific questions about real-life 
disciplinary scenarios that challenge you at your school.
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INTRODUCTION

“How does my own  
conduct affect the  
school-to-prison  
pipeline?”
This is a question everyone who works in schools should be asking. We know that teachers make daily 
decisions about how to respond to classroom misbehavior and that adopting a responsive approach to 
discipline keeps more students in the classroom and out of the juvenile justice system. But counsel-
ors, building and district leaders, and school resource officers (SROs) can also apply responsive disci-
pline practices to common student misbehaviors. Verbal disrespect, dress code violations, lateness, 
truancy and aggressive behavior don’t have to result in police referrals or even lost instructional time.

A shift in our behaviors can keep more students in school. It requires critical examination of our 
own “codes of conduct” as adults reacting to juvenile behavior.

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
Begin by completing the exercises in Section One: Assess Current Discipline Practices. This section 
will help you identify the current “codes of conduct” among the adults at your school and the areas 
where disciplinary pratices could become more responsive. 

Move on to Section Two: Scenarios and Reflections. Find your role, read the scenario and consider the 
five shifts. Each shift comes with role-specific reflection questions to help you make the shift and keep stu-
dents in the classroom. Some shifts can happen immediately; others require time, training and planning. 
Once you work through the hypothetical scenario and decide how you would respond (in both the short 
term and the long term), try applying the questions to real-life disciplinary challenges you face at school.

Finally, review Section Three for suggestions on how to sustain your learning and extend it to the 
larger school community. 

SECTION ONE

ASSESS CURRENT DISCIPLINE PRACTICES 
Use this questionnaire to examine your own perceptions around fairness and discipline at your 
school. You can also use it as a professional development activity or as part of larger disciplinary 
assessment that includes data analysis, interviews, focus groups and reflection.  

On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being “I strongly disagree” and 5 being “I strongly agree,” indicate the  
accuracy of each statement in the context of your school. 

  Students know the consequences for misbehavior.
   Students trust building leaders and school resource officers (SROs) to act in students’ 
best interests.

  Students believe the consequences for misbehavior are fair.
   Students feel comfortable reporting if/when rules and consequences are being 
applied inconsistently.

  Teachers work together to regularly analyze and review discipline data.
  My school uses positive alternatives to suspension and expulsion.
  Teachers, counselors and building leaders are fair.
  Suspension and expulsion are last resorts. 
  Suspension and expulsion are never used as threats to correct students’ behavior.
   Teachers, administrators, staff, students and parents work together to determine disciplinary 
polices and procedures.

Indicate which of the following incidents have happened at your school in the last three months by 
responding TRUE or FALSE to each statement.

 I’ve seen different consequences given to students for the same or similar misbehaviors.
   I’ve heard a teacher call for security, refer a student to the office or threaten a student with 
removal from class.

 I’ve heard an SRO threaten to lock a student up.
 I’ve seen our school’s discipline data and reports.
 Our faculty analyzes discipline data and reports.
  I’ve heard a teacher or other adult in the school make disparaging remarks about an individual 
student or a particular identity group.
 I’ve seen students disciplined in ways that do not match the misbehaviors.

Reflect on the results of the questionnaire. What do you observe about discipline at your school? Which 
areas are strong? Which areas need improvement? Use these results to guide your thinking in Section Two.

SHIFTS FOR REROUTING THE PIPELINE
1. Adopt a social emotional lens.
2. Know your students and develop cultural competency.
3. Plan and deliver (or support) effective student-centered instruction.
4. Move the paradigm from punishment to development. 
5. Resist the criminalization of school behavior.
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SECTION TWO  

SCENARIOS AND REFLECTIONS

Find your role, read the scenario, and 
consider the shifts and accompanying 
questions. After you decide how you 
would respond—in both the short term 
and the long term—extend your learning 
by applying the questions to a real-life 
disciplinary challenge you have  
experienced. Scenarios can be used  
for individual or group reflection.
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TEACHERS
Teachers have the most face-to-face contact with students and a front-line opportunity to interrupt 
the school-to-prison pipeline. Instructional practice and discipline structure can keep kids in class or 
push them out. 

CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING SCENARIO.

Stephanie is in your third-period class. When she fully participates in 
lessons and activities, the class runs smoothly and all students remain 
engaged for the entire period. Today, however, she is defiant, refusing to do 
her work and disrupting class with inappropriate language. She doesn’t 
respond to verbal redirection.

How could you respond to keep  
Stephanie in school? How could you  
shift your practices to support  
responsive discipline?
Focus on one or two shifts to help formulate your plan.

SHIFT 1

Adopt a Social Emotional Lens
How am I behaving in 
the moment?

What do I want my behavior to 
convey to my students?

How do my students react to 
my behavior?

Do I integrate social emotional 
learning into my teaching?

SHIFT 2

Know Your Students 
and Develop Cultural 
Competency
What personal biases do I have, 
and how might I overcome 
those biases?

What do I know about my stu-
dents’ families and cultures?

What do I know about 
the traumas my students 
may experience?

What are some trauma-in-
formed strategies I can use with 
my students?

SHIFT 3

Plan and Deliver 
Effective Student-
Centered Instruction 
What identities are reflected 
in the curriculum? Do my les-
sons reflect all of my students’ 
identities?

Whose identities are reflected 
on the walls of my classroom?

Is there a sense of urgency 
when I teach?

Who does the talking in 
my classroom?

SHIFT 4

Move the Paradigm From 
Punishment to Development
Do I send students to the office 
or call the school resource offi-
cer as a consequence for minor 
disciplinary offenses?

When do I call or communicate 
with a student’s family?

Which do I do more often: 
praise my students or disci-
pline them?

Do I single out students for 
negative reasons?

Am I using my role as a teacher 
to advocate for a shift away 
from zero-tolerance?

SHIFT 5

Resist the Criminalization 
of School Behavior
Is the student testing boundar-
ies or committing a crime? 

Who is disciplined in my class-
room? What infractions are 
they are disciplined for?

Do the consequences 
my students receive fit 
the infractions?

What happens to students after 
I remove them from class?

My short-term plan is …
My long-term plan is …
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COUNSELORS
From locating wrap-around services to understanding and uncovering issues that adversely affect stu-
dents in the classroom, counselors are equipped to interrupt the school-to-prison pipeline through 
their work with both teachers and students.

CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING SCENARIO.

Devyn has worn a skirt to school again. Although her school records iden-
tify her as male, Devyn identifies as female. She feels most comfortable in 
skirts and responding to feminine pronouns. She has been referred to the 
office numerous times for violating dress code. Each time she is referred to 
the office she falls further behind in her classes. She is waiting to see you.

How could you respond to keep Devyn in 
school? How could you shift your practices 
to support responsive discipline?
Focus on one or two shifts to help formulate your plan.

SHIFT 1

Adopt a Social Emotional Lens
How do I behave in interactions 
with faculty, staff and students?

How do others respond to 
my behavior?

What protocols, practices or strat-
egies do I offer teachers that sup-
port a positive classroom climate?

How do my interactions with stu-
dents support social emotional 
learning and development?

Does my counseling practice fos-
ter positive social emotional rela-
tionships between adults and 
students and among students?

SHIFT 2

Know Your Students 
and Develop Cultural 
Competency
Who are my students’ supports 
and allies?

What do I know about the 
diversity of cultures repre-
sented in my school?

What do I know about 
the traumas my students 
may experience?

What trauma-informed 
resources can I share with teach-
ers to help them support students 
from diverse backgrounds?

What resources can I share 
with students to support their 
unique identities?

Am I using my counseling role 
to leverage students’ strengths 
and skills? 

SHIFT 3

Support Effective Student-
Centered Instruction 
Whose identities are reflected 
on the walls of our building? 

How do I encourage teachers to 
reflect on the identities repre-
sented in their curricula?

What instructional practices 
can I suggest and model for 
teachers that will help keep stu-
dents in the classroom?

How is student feedback gath-
ered? Are students given the 
chance to complete class/
teacher evaluations? 

SHIFT 4

Move the Paradigm From 
Punishment to Development
What resources am I able to offer 
when I contact a student’s family?

Does my counseling practice 
help students control their 
impulses and advocate for 
themselves if they experience 
bias in the classroom? 

What building-wide professional 
development can I offer to shift 
my school’s discipline paradigm 
from punitive to responsive?

What restorative justice prac-
tices can I implement with stu-
dents and faculty to positively 
impact school climate?

Am I using my counseling role 
to advocate for a shift away 
from zero-tolerance?

SHIFT 5

Resist the Criminalization 
of School Behavior
Are specific guidelines in place 
to help teachers make decisions 
about discipline referrals?

What responsive and age-ap-
propriate consequences can I 
suggest to my colleagues?

What is my relationship with 
the school resource officer(s)?

Who is disciplined in my 
school? What are the infrac-
tions they are disciplined for?

Would students sent to the 
school resource officer for minor 
disciplinary offenses have bene-
fited from counseling instead?

My short-term plan is …
My long-term plan is …
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PRINCIPALS
As building leaders, principals can help interrupt the school-to-prison pipeline by modeling respon-
sive shifts for other adults in the school.

CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING SCENARIO.

Lisa is frequently absent and often late to her fourth-period English class. You 
have found her wandering the halls, barred from entering class after the tardy 
bell. She regularly stays after her third-period class, Academic Language 
Acquisition, for extra help with her assignments. The classes are on oppo-
site sides of the building, often causing her to arrive for fourth period just 
moments after the bell. She’s been caught in a hall sweep five times.

How could you respond to keep Lisa  
in school? How could you shift your  
practices to support responsive discipline?
Focus on one or two shifts to help formulate your plan.

SHIFT 1

Adopt a Social Emotional Lens
How do I work to ensure all stu-
dents in my school feel wel-
come and supported? 

What building-wide policies 
can create a school climate that 
empowers students to advocate 
for their needs?

What building-wide policies 
can create a school climate that 
supports students’ social emo-
tional skill development?

Are all school staff required to 
complete quality professional 
development about responsive 
discipline or social emotional 
learning? 

SHIFT 2

Know Your Students 
and Develop Cultural 
Competency
What do I know about the 
diversity of cultures repre-
sented in my school?

How often do I invite family 
and community members into 
the school? 

How visible is our school in the 
larger community?

Do my students ever see me 
outside of my office?

How can I involve students, fam-
ilies and community members 
in improving our school culture?

Are all staff required to com-
plete quality professional devel-
opmet about cultural compe-
tency and equity literacy?

SHIFT 3

Support Effective Student-
Centered Instruction 
When is the last time I observed 
a class?

What do I know about 
what teachers in my school 
are teaching?

Are staff required to complete 
quality professional devel-
opment about student-cen-
tered instruction?

How is student feedback gath-
ered? Are students given the 
chance to complete class/
teacher evaluations?

SHIFT 4

Move the Paradigm From 
Punishment to Development
In the past six months, who 
has been disciplined and for 
what infractions?

What rewards programs are in 
place to celebrate student success?

What school-wide policies could 
help my staff respond to misbe-
havior with age-appropriate con-
sequences that fit the infraction?

Who is involved in writing dis-
cipline procedures?

As principal, do I advocate for 
a shift away from zero-toler-
ance discipline?

SHIFT 5

Resist the Criminalization 
of School Behavior
Do current disciplinary policies 
outline when to solicit the help of 
school resource officer(s)?

What behavioral intervention 
methods can I share with class-
room teachers to support their 
classroom management skills?

Who is disciplined in my 
school? What are the infrac-
tions they are disciplined for?

Is discipline handled consis-
tently throughout the building?

What is my relationship with 
the school resource officer(s)?

My short-term plan is …
My long-term plan is …
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SCHOOL DISTRICT PERSONNEL
District-wide responsive discipline policies can be critical to stopping the school-to-prison pipeline. 
When school district personnel become agents for change, they support teachers, counselors and 
building-level administrators to make these shifts.

CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING SCENARIO.

Derrick is repeating basic math. He is returning to class from a three-day sus-
pension for repetitive verbal disrespect in his math class. Upon his return, he 
finds himself further behind in his studies. He knows if he fails this class he 
will have to repeat the tenth grade. His teacher calls on him several times 
to answer questions from the material he missed while suspended. Asked 
to solve another equation, Derrick gets frustrated and leaves the room, 
shouldering his teacher as she attempts to block him from the classroom 
door. Your district policy calls for Derrick to be expelled for this incident.

How could you respond to keep Derrick 
in school? How could you shift your  
practices to support responsive discipline?
Focus on one or two shifts to help formulate your plan.

SHIFT 1

Adopt a Social Emotional Lens
How do I model the need for 
social emotional learning 
across the district?

Are all school district person-
nel required to complete qual-
ity professional development 
about responsive discipline or 
social emotional learning? 

How do we sustain learning that 
happens during district-wide 
professional development?

What district-wide policies can 
create a school climate that 
empowers students to advo-
cate for their needs and sup-
ports their social emotional 
skill development?

SHIFT 2

Know Your Students 
and Develop Cultural 
Competency
What do I know about the com-
munities my district serves?

What are the most pressing 
issues and concerns confronting 
our students and their families? 

What district-wide policies can 
we put in place to address com-
munity issues?

Are district employees required 
to complete professional devel-
opment about cultural compe-
tency and equity literacy?

SHIFT 3

Support Effective Student-
Centered Instruction 
Who is involved in selecting the 
curricula in my district? 

Are district employees required 
to complete any quality profes-
sional development about stu-
dent-centered instruction?

Are the curricula taught in 
my district student-centered, 
engaging and enabling? Do they 
provide windows and mirrors 
into student experiences?

SHIFT 4

Move the Paradigm From 
Punishment to Development
How many students leave the 
school during the year? Where 
do they go?

Who is suspended in my district? 
For what kinds of infractions?

How can I partner with teach-
ers and principals to track dis-
cipline and formulate strategies 
to keep students in class?

What district-wide policies 
could help our schools respond 
to misbehavior with age-ap-
propriate consequences that fit 
the infraction?

What types of professional 
development, training or sup-
port do district personnel need 
to become more effective at 
responsive discipline?

Am I using my role in the dis-
trict to advocate for a shift away 
from zero tolerance?

SHIFT 5

Resist the Criminalization 
of School Behavior
What disciplinary data does our 
district collect? 

What happens to students after 
they are removed from school?

What common language does 
our district use to describe stu-
dent behavior?

Is discipline handled consis-
tently across the district?

My short-term plan is …
My long-term plan is …
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SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICERS
School resource officers (SROs) are central to rerouting the school-to-prison pipeline. They can help 
identify behaviors that require intervention by law enforcement and those that do not. SROs have an 
important role to play in revising policies that funnel students into the pipeline.

CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING SCENARIO.

You find Cooper and Justice fighting in the first-grade hallway after lunch. 
You physically separate them. Neither student is seriously injured and dis-
trict policy states that you determine what happens next.

How could you respond to keep Cooper 
and Justice in school? How could you 
shift your practices to support  
responsive discipline?
Focus on one or two shifts to help formulate your plan.

SHIFT 1

Adopt a Social Emotional Lens
Am I supporting a positive 
school climate with  
my presence? 

Do students perceive my 
actions as supportive 
or intimidating?

What do I want my behavior to 
convey to students?

What do I need to know about 
social emotional development?

SHIFT 2

Know Your Students 
and Develop Cultural 
Competency
What do I know about my stu-
dents, their families and the 
surrounding communities?

What interactions do I 
have with students and 
their families?

What am I doing to encourage 
relationships among the school 
staff, communities and families?

SHIFT 3

Support Effective Student-
Centered Instruction 
What is my relationship with 
the teachers in the school?

How can I support teach-
ers and help keep students in 
the classroom?

What local community 
resources are available to teach-
ers, students and their families?

SHIFT 4

Move the Paradigm From 
Punishment to Development
What happens when I inter-
act with a student who has been 
removed from class? 

What responsive and age-ap-
propriate consequences can I 
suggest to teachers to help keep 
students in the classroom?

When students misbehave, do 
I offer students consequences 
that support their development?

Do I single out students for 
negative reasons? For posi-
tive reasons?

Am I using my role as an SRO to 
advocate for a shift away from 
zero tolerance?

SHIFT 5

Resist the Criminalization 
of School Behavior
Which school behaviors are 
criminal offenses and which are 
misconduct? 

Which existing building pol-
icies result in the most 
school suspensions?

What happens to stu-
dents when I remove them 
from school?

Is this misbehavior best 
addressed in the juve-
nile justice system or by 
school leadership?

What information can I pro-
vide to teachers, principals, 
counselors and school district 
personnel about criminal and 
non-criminal behavior?

My short-term plan is …
My long-term plan is …
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SECTION THREE  

ADDITIONAL 
RECOMMENDATIONS
These recommendations apply to all stakeholders and can provide a blueprint for 
making responsive shifts at the classroom, school and district levels. 

π Collect disciplinary data. Analyze referrals by infraction, teacher, student 
demographics (including special education status) and consequence. 

π Consult parents and students when drafting district- and school-wide disci-
plinary policies.

π Push to adopt disciplinary strategies that keep students in the classroom. 
Make it a school-wide goal to keep students in class unless they are a danger to 
themselves or others. 

π Collaborate with juvenile justice stakeholders, including judges, prosecuting and 
defense attorneys, and officers of the court, to create policies that keep students who 
have been referred to law enforcement out of the school-to-prison pipeline. 

π Decriminalize minor misbehavior, truancy and lateness. Do not threaten 
or scare students with the possibility of reporting minor misbehavior to law 
enforcement, regardless of whether or not they have been arrested previously.

π Contact local, regional and national trauma-response providers, and ask 
for resources that can help your staff support students, families and the entire 
school community.

π Inform students and parents of their rights regarding your school’s disci-
plinary policies. Be transparent and always grant students the benefit of the 
doubt, regardless of prior arrest or referrals. 

CRITICAL PRACTICES
Teaching Tolerance’s Critical Practices for Anti-bias Education lists 20 culturally responsive practices 
that can help improve school climate, support student-centered instruction and keep students in the 
classroom. This table indicates how each critical practice is associated with one or more of the five 
shifts discussed in this guide. (Refer to the full publication for detailed descriptions of each practice. 
tolerance.org/critical-practices) 

Adopt a Social 
Emotional Lens
SHIFT 1

Know Your 
Students 
and Develop 
Cultural 
Competency 
SHIFT 2

Plan and Deliver 
(or Support) 
Effective 
Student-
Centered 
Instruction
SHIFT 3 

Move the 
Paradigm From 
Punishment to 
Development 
SHIFT 4

Resist the 
Criminalization 
of School 
Behavior
SHIFT 5

INSTRUCTION

Critical Engagement With Material X X

Differentiated Instruction X

Cooperative and Collaborative Learning X

Real-World Connections X

Values-Based Assessment, Evaluation and Grading X X X

CLASSROOM CULTURE

Honoring Student Experience X X

Thoughtful Classroom Setup and Structure X

Shared Inquiry and Dialogue X

Social and Emotional Safety X X X

Values-Based Behavior Management X X X

FAMILY AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Culturally Sensitive Communication X X X

Inclusion of Family and Community Wisdom X X X

Increased Connections Among Families X X X

Use of Local Resources X X X

Engagement With Community Issues and Problems X X X

TEACHER LEADERSHIP

Self-Awareness and Cultural Competency X X

Speaking Up and Responding to Prejudice, Bias 
and Stereotypes

X X

Building Alliances X

Leading Beyond the Classroom X

Ongoing Reflection and Learning X X X X X
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APPENDIX

A TEACHER’S GUIDE  
TO REROUTING THE PIPELINE
BY EMILY CHIARIELLO

Principals, school resource officers,  probation officers and social workers are  
typically charged with responding to school discipline problems. But in reality,  
classroom teachers spend the most time with students. Their daily decisions can 
help divert students from the school-to-prison pipeline.

MEET MICHAEL
Michael is 15 and repeating the ninth grade. He’s in your world history class and 
habitually tilts his chair back and drums annoyingly on his desk with a pencil. This 
morning, he was doing it—again—while you were trying to teach.

What do you do? A punitive teacher might take the pencil away, kick Michael out 
of class, or even refer him for disciplinary action. But there’s always the opportunity 
to reflect and be more responsive. 

Responsive teachers shift their reactions in important ways. They adopt a social 
emotional lens: What does Michael’s tapping say about his mood? Is he bored or 
frustrated? Does the tapping bother other students, or just me? 

It’s also important to know students and develop cultural competency. Is Michael 
comforted by percussive rhythms? Maybe you could encourage him to join the band.

The third shift calls for planning and delivering effective student-centered 
instruction. For instance, what kinesthetic or rhythmic learning strategies might 
engage Michael? 

Move the paradigm from punishment to development by determining what initial 
expectations—like not drumming for 10 minutes—Michael can meet. 

Finally, resist the criminalization of school behavior. Consider the consequences 
Michael will face if he misses class because he is suspended. 

These five responsive shifts in teacher thinking apply even as a student’s behavior 
escalates—and they can be the key to rerouting the school-to-prison pipeline.
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Verbal Disrespect
Michael is defiant and uses inap-
propriate language when ver-
bally redirected.

Dress Code Violation
Michael comes to class without a 
belt on, pants sagging.

Lateness or Truancy 
Michael is frequently absent from 
or tardy to his first-period class 
and is failing. 

Aggressive Physical  
Behavior
Michael shouldered his teacher out 
of the way when she blocked the 
classroom door as he tried to leave. 

Fighting 
Michael got into a fight in the 
hallway during first period. There 
were no serious injuries. 

SHIFT 2
KNOW YOUR STUDENTS 
AND DEVELOP YOUR 
CULTURAL COMPETENCY

SHIFT 4
MOVE THE PARADIGM 
FROM PUNISHMENT  
TO DEVELOPMENT

SHIFT 5
RESIST THE 
CRIMINALIZATION OF 
SCHOOL BEHAVIOR

SHIFT 3
PLAN AND DELIVER 
EFFECTIVE STUDENT-
CENTERED 
INSTRUCTION

SHIFT 1
ADOPT A SOCIAL- 
EMOTIONAL LENS

What are the consequences 
for Michael if he misses class 
because he is suspended?

How can I use assertive com-
munication to demonstrate 
empathy, explain disappoint-
ment and set expectations for 
changed behavior?

How can I differentiate my 
instruction to better meet 
Michael’s needs and tap his 
strengths?

How might my words, tone 
and body language make 
Michael feel disrespected?

How can I address Michael’s 
feelings of powerlessness so he 
is less defensive when I assert 
my authority?

Does enforcement of the dress 
code target particular groups 
of students? 

Should I sponsor a club where 
students who consistently 
meet the dress code get  
special privileges?

How does my teaching affect 
Michael’s self-image? 

How can I affirm that clothing 
norms are different at school 
and home but neither is good 
nor bad?

Does Michael have a belt?  
Should I keep an extra one in 
the classroom?

Can our school provide free 
bus passes to prevent  
truancy and positively  
impact Michael’s future?

Should I set up a conference 
with family, teachers and other 
school staff to design a behav-
ior intervention plan that  
supports Michael? 

Is my curriculum relevant to 
Michael’s identity and lived 
experiences? 

Are there family problems that 
might prevent Michael from 
getting to school on time?

What personal problems might 
prevent Michael from getting to 
school on time?

How can I encourage my 
administration to consider  
creative interventions as  
alternatives to suspension and 
adjudication?

Can Michael and I come up 
with a signal to let me know he 
is feeling stressed and needs a 
three-minute cool down?  

Michael is most irritable when 
we read. Can the literacy 
coach and special education 
team suggest reading  
intervention strategies? 

What social and cultural  
capital did Michael risk if he 
had backed down from me in 
front of his peers?  

What clues did I miss that 
Michael was upset before he 
tried to walk out? 

How can I encourage my 
administration to consider  
creative interventions as  
alternatives to suspension and 
adjudication?

Would training students in 
peer mediation be a posi-
tive intervention strategy for 
Michael?

How can I use our curriculum 
to increase Michael’s ability to 
nonviolently resolve conflict?

Who can best help Michael 
through things I’ve never 
experienced? 

How can I help Michael deal 
with his feelings about the 
fight and help him see school 
in a positive light? 

A TEACHER’S GUIDE TO REROUTING THE PIPELINE

A RESPONSIVE TEACHER’S REFLECTIONS

A PUNATIVE TEACHER’S REFLECTIONS

Argue with Michael, kick him out 
of class or refer him for disci-
plinary action. 

Lecture Michael about the dress 
code in front of classmates, kick 
him out of class or refer him for 
disciplinary action. 

Lock the door after the bell 
rings and give Michael zeros 
with no make-up option for 
work he missed. 

Argue with Michael, call the 
school resource officer, bar him 
from class or press assault charges.

Avoid involvement or request that 
Michael not be allowed back in 
class because he poses a threat. 

TYPE OF BEHAVIOR
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